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A dozen photographs present a gentle nod to a thought assigned to William McKeown(1962-2011):
"There are two types of art, open and closed."

The Vacant Square above appears as an abnegation of the alignment of the lens and a truth as it is
governed by severely limited light. Poets often configure visual art as female - silent, frustrating and
in need of a dominating narrative. These images direct my gaze to silence, distance, indolence, and
melancholy - yet, they are produced by hard time-consuming work to deflect any anxiety about their
subject: to create intimacy capable of deflecting too much intensity. They make visible a salutary
disquiet about seeing, about insolvable contrarieties of experiences, of what art cannot reach, what
the lens cannot capture, of aesthetic judgement.

The idea of negative capability - what the lens cannot reach leads these images to celebrate the
struggle, and impose a systematic order on it. The openness of Richards's photography embraces
two forms of what we know and how we know it: poetry and research. By a chance, the link to
poetry evokes an older precedent, Victor Burgin's obsession with "dream-logic". In his case, it
connects to his reading Asli Erdogan's ‘The Miraculous Mandarin’ (see Victor Burgin, Parallel Texts,
Reaktion Books 2012, p.2012).

The Juxta Press announced this morning that it will launch mandarin by Victor Burgin at the FLAT
Art Book Fair in Turin in November 2019, claiming that it is governed by dream-logic:
"Contemplating paradisal stasis, mandarin is an elliptically lyrical work that explores how we might
reconstruct embodied memories in an immaterial and virtual world."
(https://www.art-agenda.com/announcements/279085/victor-burginmandarin)
That claim holds my attention as a parallel to the lens-based art by Peter Richards.
Burgin dissolves the conviction of the hieratic power of what is observed into free for all ellipses and
re-constructions of its lyrical power. Richards zooms on the shortcomings of the old adage that
camera tells the truth, by investigating its dissipation by geometry, by changing the viewing point
and angle, thus moving the "denouement" into optics.
Where Burgin is said to reconstruct memories, Richards deals with a cold systematic visual
perception, so rational that it threatens to overwhelm my imagination.
Yet, I easily escape by ignoring the how question: how is it done? The artist gives a tacit approval by
not divulging his mode of working in words; only in these images I can trace stages of his asking me
to bring attention to what/how and why I see this or that. Philosophy defines that as pathways to
knowledge. In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle defines episteme as scientific knowledge, while
techne is understood as a skill, art, craft. General know-how.

The puzzle of viewing angles retreats into the images "pre-natal" stage, letting me savour the visible
visual play. To turn the real into a play is part of every viewer's early life experiences, often
abandoned as useless when reaching adulthood.
Both Burgin and Richards oppose that loss. The images look through the "set-up" as if it were
transparent, secondary. Just an excuse.

Moreover, they both anchor their images in fantasy. Some research points out that fantasy is not the
achievement of desirable objects but arranging of the desire: "The fantasy depends not on particular
objects, but on their setting out..." ( Elisabeth Cowie: Fantasia, in The Woman in Question, ed by P
Adams and E Cowie, Cambridge, MIT,1990:159)
In setting up/out Richards marshalls the geometry and trigonometry, the logic of angles and
distances and viewpoints to set a veritable mise-en-scene of objects, a setting for the aesthetic
experience of a distance between a commonplace and the newly constructed.

It is set out as a research and as a fantasy, in that sense, it is a form of knowledge. Art as research
has a bumpy past - because of its obsession to provoke, to collect data of social histories, ecologies,
etc and deny it all as if at the whim. A number of artists at present connect to universities for higher
research degrees, and just this morning in my inbox another announcement added the co-operation
of the University of Kansas with the Spencer Museum of Art on the exhibition titled knowledges =
four contemporary installation artists: Assaf Evron, Danielle Roney, Fatimah Tuggar, and Andrew S.
Yang. see https://spencerart.ku.edu/integrated-arts-research-initiative

Richards images do not wish to escape the imposition from the scientific methodology, they obey
the natural law while infecting it with turning a view upside down (echoing Richards's frequent use
of a pinhole camera), with play and whimsical use of optical illusion. This art interrogates itself as
well as its tools, including the artist and viewer.

The narrative force of the images depends on what is visible and how, while what is not visible
makes its existence, if not presence, actively provocative. The images are about not knowing it all, a
sincere acceptance of the human condition. There are small differences, which may escape a cursory
view.

It is as if we had to obey Jean Pierre Weill (The Well of Being, a book called a children book for
adults) adage: I ask of you one thing: bring attention to your thoughts" A call incisively cutting
through ignorance, cognitive bias, habitual thought. Richards adds an angle by removing the fear of
doubting. He does not preach, tell stories, but he affirms the moment of your perception as one to
be questioned without fear.
I have forgotten where I read it, but it is pertinent here: "I should not like my writing to spare other
people the truth of thinking on their own. " I look at art as an opening to another opening, as a
moral and cognitive filter.
THE SQUARE is a thesis-driven unified mode of visibility, perception and display, its subject reality
and photography., play and knowledge. (What we know and how we know it). It is saturated with
issues of visual perception and illusion, it refuses the duality of still life and space around it, it
questions the visible reality and lens-based representation of what is visible through patient resetting, re-framing, turning viewer's position. The images feel unfinished ( like late Titian); maybe
Richards paraphrases Apelles in knowing when to finish while knowing he can go on. Similar to a
Necker cube every image offers different perception of depth, volume, while the angles are
stable. In turn, it presents the camera as a capable of noetic inventions as a hand and eye, with a
hand and eye.
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